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Abstract: The obstacle detection in an agricultural field is an important step of the automation of the plantation.
There are already developed autonomous agricultural vehicles that can track a path, and perform the specified
processes on the plantation fields. These autonomous agricultural robotic machines need an upper level of control,
which is mostly performed manually, for the design of the reference paths. Detection of the agricultural obstacles
is necessary to accomplish these manual tasks in an automatic manner. In this paper, statistical methods are
employed and compared to determine which of the five well-known edge-detection methods is best, for the highlevel path planning in an agricultural automation of autonomous agricultural vehicles depending on field and
image properties. Hence, this paper shows that the best technique is Sobel edge detection, it has higher average
accuracy in detecting trees around 84% and lower percent misdetection false positive error is 16% also lower false
negative error wrong obstacle detection inside the fields is 6.5% total errors for this technique is 22.5% from other
techniques which represents a significant result, which is precise enough for any agricultural purpose.
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1. Introduction
Robotics has been considered as an important tool in supporting the production, development and quality insurance
in every fields of industry such as military robots, healthcare robots and entertainment robots that perform most of
the human activities [1]. In 1980’s the production of robots became limited due to some reasons. Currently with
the rapid developments in science and technology today’s robots possess capabilities and skills of high-end
applications. These robots can be developed either to assist a farmer in cleansing the soil or for elimination of pests
etc. [2]. The agricultural industry started to use autonomous agricultural vehicles as agricultural robots, which can
track a predefined desired path while applying an agricultural process to the plantation field. They actually provide
higher accuracy, lower cost and improved performance, at a higher speed than human. In order to satisfy market’s
demands to improve productivity and quality more advanced agricultural production methods are required.
Efficiency in plowing, seeding, harvesting etc., are quite essential, and to reach this goal there is a rapid trend to
apply autonomous agricultural machineries in these crucial agricultural tasks. In parallel to these requests of
agricultural industry, many algorithms and approaches has been produced to detect and annotate obstacles and
objects in agricultural fields from satellite images [3]. To reduce the ambiguity in pictures and in global features of
the image, learning discriminative image patches has been provided for the recognition of given object classes.
These classes use discriminative training of log-linear models to image patch histograms [4], to identify
background and object regions. Path planning for an automated agricultural plantation system requires several
levels of subsystems, such as recognition and planning of agricultural areas, detection of obstacles, and
determination of optimum paths for a number of agricultural applications on soil and plants, path tracking,
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maneuver in the path terminations, etc. Subsystems that are implemented as an application layer needs
considerable information exchange for a successful and efficient operation of the overall system.
Many of these subsystems have been covered in the literature from advanced coverage path planning algorithms to
optimization and robotic steering for autonomous agricultural vehicles [3]. As far as we have searched, there are
methods in the literature that proposed some solutions for the automatic steering, however none of them has
provided precise globally positioning with annotation methods for a satellite image of an agricultural field. Many
researchers considered the obstacles to be processed manually, which results in reduced information-exchange
possibilities between the subsystems. In this paper, comparison between four edge detection algorithms, namely
Canny, Prewitt, Roberts and Sobel are tested for detection of the obstacles like trees, stones, etc., aiming to select
which algorithm fits best for obstacles detection inside of the agricultural fields. The second section gives an
overview of vision system important in the agricultural robots. Section three explains the edge detection algorithms
such as: Sobel, Canny, Prewitt and Roberts, which have been compared for the best performance in detecting
agricultural obstacles in satellite pictures. Section four explains the properties of image samples and the application
of algorithms by using Matlab. Section five shows the results of the algorithms have been compared in the same
chapter. And finally section five demonstrates the overall conclusion of the study.

2. EDGE DETECTION
Edge detection has vital role in detecting shapes in an image, Goal of the edge detection is to detect the edges of
the regions with a color sharp color difference in a picture. Edge detection provides flexibility and especially it is
useful to recognize properties of the location with high accuracy, distinctively in aerial photos taken from
satellites. Without edge detection, it is troublesome to differentiate the shapes on an image. With the assistance of
edge detection, we are able to analyze the image, and we can represent the lines or circles. With the detected edges,
it becomes straightforward to differentiate and perceive the elements of the image. Accuracy of identification
depends on the effectiveness of the algorithms to the specific cases. Many researches afforded to develop new
techniques of edge detection to seek out best results on totally different applications.
The motivation behind this research aim to detection the edges is to develop higher understanding and batter
illustration of the elements of an image through digital processing. Humans have ability to discriminate the
elements by lines or circles.

2.1 Robert edge detection Technique
The Roberts detection Technique performs a simple, quick to compute, 2-D spatial gradient measurement on an
image. Pixel values at each point in the output represent the estimated absolute magnitude of the spatial gradient of
the input image at that point. These kernels are designed to respond maximally to edges running at 45° to the pixel
grid, one kernel for each of the two perpendicular orientations. The kernel scan be applied separately to the input
image, to produce separate measurements of the gradient components [6, 7].

2.2 Sobel Edge Detection Techniques
The Sobel edge detection technique is similar to the Roberts Cross algorithm. Despite the design of Sobel and
Robert are common, the main difference is the kernels that each uses to obtain the image is different [6, 7]. The
Sobel kernels are more suitable to detect edges along the horizontal and vertical axis whereas the Roberts
technique is able to detect edges run along the vertical axis of 45 and 135 degree.

2.3 Prewitt Edge Detection Techniques
Prewitt technique is similar to the Sobel technique and is used for detecting vertical and horizontal edges in
images. The Prewitt edge detection is proposed by Prewitt in the 70s. To estimate the magnitude and orientation of
an edge Prewitt is a correct way. Even though different gradient edge detection wants a quiet time consuming
calculation to estimate the direction from the magnitudes in the x and y-directions, the compass edge detection
obtains the direction directly from the kernel with the highest response. It is limited to 8 possible directions;
however knowledge shows that most direct direction estimates are not much more perfect [8].

2.4 Canny Edge Detection Techniques
Canny's technique follows a list of criteria to improve method of edge detection [9]. The first and most obvious is
low error rate. It is important that edges occurring in images should not be missed and that there be no responses to
non-edges [10]. The second criterion is that the edge points be well localized. In other words, the distance between
the edge pixels as found by the detector and the actual edge is to be at a minimum.
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EDGE DETECTION TECHNIQUES ON THE FIELD IMAGES

Different edge detection techniques (Canny, Prewitt, Roberts and Sobel) compared in order to detect an obstacle in
the agricultural field images. An obstacle refers to the image of a tree in the field. The Matlab Image Processing
application is employed to apply the edge detection techniques on the field images.

3.1 Obtaining satellite image and edge detection
The initial stage of the system is to import satellite image. Our system benefits from Google Maps image API V2
[11] to locate and import satellite images using an API Key similar to Figure. 1.
http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/staticmap?center=New+York,NY&
zoom=13&size=600x300&key=API_console_key
Figure 1: Sample API key is used to obtain Satellite images from Google maps.
While determining the boundaries of the desired field, the highest possible zoom level (ΔZ) is selected to fit the
whole field in the image frame. Google provides different range of zoom levels that is usually range from zero to
twenty-two, zero being the minimum, which fits the whole earth in the picture, and the highest zoom levels
providing more details. For each field, the highest possible zoom level, which could fit the field with maximum
details, is determined manually to initialize automatic image processing in the image processing part.
3.2 Image processes on the field image Extraction
Median filtering is a nonlinear operation that is used to eliminate sharp singular marks, which are out of interest
due to their small size. Median filtering is preferred to other filters due to its potential to preserve edges while
suppressing noise. Conserving edges are necessary to extract the field and obstacles successfully. Some
segmentation techniques [12] along with ―regaining‖ are used to extract desired agricultural field from the
imported image. After converting imported image to gray-scale, a binary form of the image is constructed that
replaces all values in the image matrix by zero or one indicating a black or white pixel respectively [13], Figure 2
b. Demonstrates the image in binary form gives us the opportunity to find regions in addition to edges. A region is
determined by the connected pixels of the same value.

Figure 2: a) Original image b) Binary image,
3.4 Image processing to detect obstacle(s)
The binary (gray-scale) image obtained is from the previous section that is used to detect objects. Although this
image includes desired field, there might be some spurious noises inside the image as shown with arrows in Figure
3. This kind of noise adds complication to detection of obstacles. To overcome this problem, we reconstructed this
image from the largest stored region. This eliminates the objects outside the field and makes the image to contain
only the desired field as it seen in Figure 3b.

Figure 3: a) Binary image with undesired segments, b) undesired segment are removed from outside, c) desired
field free off undesired objects, d) inverted image
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The undesired regions, which were inside of the field however too small to be an obstacle, it was removed by using
the algorithm based on morphological image reconstruction by filling them [14]. This process resulted in a clearer,
smoother and more accurate image as it is shown in Figure 3c. The obstacle detection algorithm inverts the
resulted binary image. The outcome is a picture with white regions on black field [15], as shown in Figure 3d. This
inversion prepares the image for the segmentation technique, this time for determining the obstacles [16].
Detected regions are trees and their attributes are to be obtained by using the Circular Hough Transform algorithm,
which detects all of the circular shaped objects inside the field [17]. Typically, at zoom level eighteen, trees have
radius range from four to eighteen pixels. A circular object must have a suitable size for a tree, and must be in the
region of the field. Once the circular shape passes the condition, its center point and radius in pixels are saved to
the list of objects and attributes.

3.5 Error evaluation
In the experience process, the evaluation of each technique (Canny, Prewitt, Roberts and Sobel) has two main
types of errors, first one called the false positive errors which represents miss obstacles detection errors inside the
fields, which mean that there is a tree but the technique cannot detect it. The second is the false negative error
which represents wrong detection on empty space inside the field, these techniques locate tree on an empty space
while in fact there are no trees in that location.
3.6 Results and Discussion
In order to demonstrate, which technique (Canny, Robert, Prewitt and Sobel) is the most efficient one a number of
examples are available. The algorithms was tested in Matlab program (as shown previously in Figure 4 for each
techniques on 42 different fields with various shapes, sizes and number of obstacles to check the system. Some of
the fields are presented in Figure 7 which has different complexity.

Figure 4 : Ten Test Fields with Different Size, Shape and Complexity
The zoom level in all tests is set to 18 for comparison. Also, the radius range for detection of trees is set to mi=4
and max=18 in pixels. In addition, tree detection outputs of these fields were graphically presented, which each red
circle on the images denotes a recognized tree:
1-Canny technique: The results of 1282 out of 1602 (60%) are detected obstacles correctly. It has false positive
error that represents 323 (20%) miss obstacles detection errors inside the fields b2, c2, d2, f2, e2, h2, i2 and false
negative error represents 283 (20%) wrong detection on empty space inside the field a2, b2, c2, e2, f2, h2, i2 total
errors for this technique is 40% as it is shown . Ten samples of the fields the binary image gray-scale in the top
show the edge detection of fields and down the color image for the fields. For all of the samples tested in canny
technique for false positive errors (F.P.E) is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 for false negative error (F.N.E) for all
the samples.
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Figure 5: Canny edge detection technique

Figure 6: Canny edge detection technique for all samples false positive errors 20%

Figure7: Canny edge detection technique for all samples false negative errors 20%
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2-Prewitt edge detection technique: the results of 1333 out of 1602 (74%) were correctly detected. It has false
positive error that represents 283 (17%) miss obstacles detection inside the fields a2, c2, d2, f2 and false negative
error represents 155(9%) wrong detection inside the fields a2, g2, K2 the error, total errors for this technique is
26% as it displayed in the Figure 8. Ten samples of the fields are the binary image gray-scale in the top that shows
the edge detection of the fields and down the color image for the fields. For all of the samples tested in Prewitt
technique false positive errors (F.P.E) is shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 for false negative error (F.N.E) for all
samples, sample number 21 has out layer value of 30 obstacles and it found 71 wrong obstacles detection is found.

Figure 8: Prewitt edge detection technique

Figure 9: Prewitt edge detection technique for all samples false positive errors 17%

Figure 10: Prewitt edge detection technique for all samples false negative errors 9%
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3- Roberts edge detection technique: the results of 1044 out of 1602 (56%) correctly Obstacles detection, it has
the false positive error that represents 557 (35%) miss obstacles detection inside the fields of a2, c2, d2, e2, f2, h2,
k2 and false negative error represents 105(6.5%) wrong detection inside the fields a2, b2, f2, g2, h2, total errors for
this technique is 41.5% as it is demonstrated in the Figure 11. Ten samples of the fields are the binary image grayscale in the top show the edge detection of fields and down the color image for the fields. for all samples tested in
Roberts technique false positive errors (F.P.E) shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 for false negative error (F.N.E)
for all samples, sample number 21 have out layer value it have 30 obstacles and it found 50 wrong obstacles
detection.

Figure 11: Robert edge detection technique

Figure 1: Robert edge detection technique for all samples false positive errors 35%
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Figure 2: Robert edge detection technique for all samples false negative errors 6.5%

4- Sobel edge detection technique: the results of 1350 out of 1602 (77.5%) correct detection. The errors are 253
(16%) miss obstacles detection inside the field, as it is shown in the fields of a2, c2, d2 and 106(6.5%) wrong
detection inside the field of g2 the error. Total errors for this technique are 22.5% shown in the Figure 14. Ten
samples of the fields are the binary image gray-scale in the top that shows the edge detection of fields and down
the color image for the fields. For all samples tested in Sobel technique false positive errors (F.P.E) is shown in
Figure 15 and Figure 16 for false negative error (F.N.E) for all samples.

Figure 14: Sobel edge detection technique
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Figure 15: Sobel edge detection technique for all samples false positive errors 16%

Figure 16: Sobel edge detection technique for all samples false negative errors 6.5%
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Figure 17 shows all of the techniques for all the samples with false positive errors (F.P.E) and false negative errors
(F.N.E), Canny technique in blue color, Prewitt technique in red color, Roberts technique in Purple color and Sobel
technique in orange color, and table 1 show all average errors

F.P.E

F.N.
E
Figure 17: All techniques for all of the samples false negative errors and false positive errors
Table 1: All techniques for all of the samples false negative errors and false positive errors

Techniques

false positive errors

false negative errors

Correct obstacles
detection

Canny technique

20%

20%

60%

Prewitt technique

17%

9%

74%

Robert technique

35%

9%

56%

Sobel technique

16%

6.5%

77.5%

3.7 Determining the Location (Coordinates) and Size of the Obstacles
The proposed system mainly works on top-view satellite images, which is processed by using the imageprocessing techniques to extract the field from the image [18]. The obtained image techniques are processed to
detect the boundaries of the field, and the obstacles [19]. Different kinds of obstacles can exist in an agricultural
field, the image techniques coordinates and radius for each obstacle inside the field as it is shown in table 2. As an
example; all detected obstacles together with their tagged attributes are presented in an exchangeable format for
further usage by subsystems or ontologies. Extended Markup Language (XML) is used as a standard to provide
exchangeable data due to its capability of documenting data and information of both machine and human readable
format [20], as shown in Figure 18, Mapping of fields coordinates to the center pixel of one obstacle in original
image.
.
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Figure 18: Mapping of field coordinates to the center pixel of obstacles in original image
Table 2: Data regarding obstacle coordinates and radius
NO.

X

Y

radius

1

153.9462

242.3186

9.143661

2

148

197

7.319793

3

95.44587

202.4804

7.615865

4

199.4671

67.21295

8.854716

5

101.5307

184.0404

7.196644

6

138.5713

143.0789

7.838514

7

115.2148

136.4875

6.075157

8

125.7871

189.6464

7.125062

9

107.1128

159.149

6.998922

10

174.9075

173.8122

8.786895

11

165.049

201.5518

8.767315

12

170.4851

123.9597

7.639218

13

179.6231

152.5127

9.206625

14

192.3027

36.85882

9.608296

15

156.8545

168.9678

6.439984

16

162.5275

148.2902

7.246589

17

141.4017

216.0644

7.150764

18

159.0971

221.1185

9.70268

19

118.4045

210.7712

6.690352

20

269.1274

325.0544

6.211589

21

257.6139

327.59

6.610759

22

229.2459

318.4889

6.090813

23

238.9788

14.01992

9.726698
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CONCLUSIONS

The main focus of this paper was to compare the different methods for obstacle detection, positioning and semantic
annotation for automating agricultural systems for the automatic detection of the agricultural obstacles like trees
mostly. Edge detection is essential in agriculture system automations. The edge detection techniques Canny,
Prewitt, Roberts and Sobel are compared to detect the obstacles with the precision of free Google Maps API,
which provides maximum 640 by 640 pixels image. The zoom level of free API is set to z=18 for the satellite
image to cover the complete agricultural field. The success rates of the detected trees by each method are
compared to determine the performance of each edge detection method. Canny edge detection technique got 80%
correct obstacle detection, making %20 false positive errors miss obstacles inside the fields. Furthermore, the
Canny also has the false negative errors of 20% error of wrong obstacle detection inside the fields. Total error for
this technique is 40%.Prewitt edge detection technique found 83% correct obstacle detection, and 17% false
positive errors miss obstacle detection error and it has 9% of false negative errors of wrong obstacle detection
inside the fields. T error for this technique is 23%. Roberts’s edge detection technique got 65% correct obstacle
detection and 35% false positive errors miss obstacle detection error and it has 6.5% of false negative errors error
of wrong obstacle detection inside the fields. Total error for this technique is 41.5%. Moving onto Sobel edge
detection technique has found 84% correct obstacle detection and 16% of false positive errors miss obstacle
detection error and it has 6.5% of false negative error of wrong obstacle detection inside the fields. Total error for
this technique is 22.5%.
finally, according to this paper analyze, it shows that the best technique is Sobel edge detection, it has higher
average accuracy in detecting trees around 84% and lower percent misdetection false positive error is 16% also
lower false negative error wrong obstacle detection inside the fields is 6.5% total errors for this technique is 22.5%
from other techniques which represents a significant result, which is precise enough for any agricultural purpose.
5.

Future Study:

According to future aspect, Sobel techniques will be more accurate to detect the obstacle and more flexible to work
with different agricultural fields. They can even develop it to detect and found the desired agricultural field
between neighboring fields and to differentiate obstacles such as stones.
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